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You could be the target of a spell or curse and not even know it!All people, witches or not, are

susceptible to these attacks. The difference: witches and magicians can do something about it. Now

you can too.Protection & Reversal Magick is a complete how-to manual on preventing, defending,

and reversing magickal attacks of any kind. You will learn to:Set up early-warning systems.Appease

angry spirits through offerings.Perform daily banishings and make amulets that will prevent most

attacks.Make magickal Ã¢â‚¬Å“decoysÃ¢â‚¬Â• to absorb attacks against youSummon guardian

spirits or gods for help.Bind, confuse, or expel a persistent enemy who will not leave you be.These

techniques aren't just for Wiccans, either, but for ceremonial magicians, rootdoctors, witches, and

anyone else who puts magick to a practical use.Like the cunning men and women of old, now you

can defend yourself and your loved ones against even the strongest attacks!
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Jason Miller (Inominandum) is the author of The SorcererÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Secrets. He has devoted the

last 17 years to studying witchcraft and magick in its many forms. Miller is a member of the Chthonic

Ouranian Temple, the Ordo Templi Orientis, and the Sangreal Sodality, as well as an initiated

Tantrika in the Nyingma and Bon lineages of Tibet. He lives with his wife on the New Jersey shore,

where he practices and teaches magick.

It's nice to read a book that acknowledges all the aspects of being a practitioner. That things have



consequences and that all practitioners are not of the same fold. Well written and organized. Hats

off to this author. I love this book.

This book is great. Explains so much more than I expected and gave me new information as well as

variations that I didn't have before!

started reading it today so far i like it there a lot of knowledge in this book if you believe in magic

This is the authors second book I have read, and I really enjoyed both! The perspective and

information in this book pertaining to Hekate is downright refreshing and balanced, which is vastly

different from much of what is out there. Looking forward to reading more from this author!

Full of information. Useful and complex.

Not bad. This book has a lot of good information but I find myself wanting more. It barely reaches

past the basics. It's just so frustrating to try and find something that is not witchcraft 101.

Informations in this book are very accurate.The author definitely has a very deep understanding with

sorcery from diverse cultures and painstakingly complied his knowledge into a simple to understand

book for the general public who are interested in this topic or are in need of some help.

The author begins by explaining the importance of defense against malevolent parties. The

necessity of obtaining the help of the gods is well stated early: Miller gives basic instructions on how

to commune with the divine and seek their assistance and service. A bit of clout to galvanize his

claims to experience in sorcery is shown when he makes examples of sigils and methods he divined

himself from his goddess, Hekate.He gives outlines for the different types of assaults and how to

sense them, followed by methods on how to break curses through both traditional and new age

methods. Ritual bathing, witch jars, and even exorcism are discussed in detail, with methods

provided.The author made the power of simple intention clear, directing readers to find their own

methods if his don't seem to resonate. Meditation and chakra are explained and described as a tool

of both empowerment and communication. Thus, will is displayed as the primary factor in working

magic.Aural magic is taught, and along with it a few basic wards for protection on-the-go. Miller uses

wonderful imagery and real-world relation to describe how and when certain methods are too be



used.A fantastic beginner's first step, and a great book. I would recommend it to any novice witch to

make them aware of the dangers they might face.
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